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Exosun trackers selected by Phoenix Solar
to equip 3 solar power plants totaling 11 MWp in Jordan
Company inks contract to equip the largest photovoltaic project in the private sector in Jordan

Martillac (Bordeaux), France, January 14, 2016. Exosun, worldwide leader supplier of advanced, costeffective solar tracking solutions for ground-mounted photovoltaic (PV) plants, has been selected by
Phoenix Solar, a leading international photovoltaic system integrator, and its partner Millennium Energy
Industries, to equip three photovoltaic power plants totaling 11 MWp in Jordan with its innovative tracking
technology. This PV project, the largest in the private sector in Jordan, will be an important showcase for
Exosun in the Middle East.
Installed on desert land, the 3 power plants will be equipped with Exosun’s Exotrack® HZ horizontal singleaxis solar trackers which will orient 35,302 polycrystalline modules toward the sun throughout the day to
significantly increase energy yield.
The photovoltaic plants will provide the Sheraton and Marriott hotels in Amman, as well as the Marriott
Dead Sea hotel, with 100% of their electric power needs. By adopting an innovative, full-scale approach to
green energy, the hotels will reduce virtually to zero the environmental impact of their electric power
needs with a saving of 10.7 million kilograms of CO2 emissions per year.
Phoenix Solar will carry out all engineering, procurement and project management tasks while Millennium
Energy Industries will take on the actual construction works. Phoenix Solar will also be responsible for the
operation and maintenance of the three power plants. In addition to supplying and commissioning its
trackers, Exosun will accompany its client during the entire construction phase by offering on-site
installation support.
The solar power plants will be built in the Mwaqqar and Damikhi/Qatraneh areas, connecting respectively
to the Jordan Electric Power Co, plc and Electric Distribution Company, plc, electrical networks using the
Power Wheeling scheme. This innovative approach allows power generation in a location different from
the consumption site, and is part of the Renewable Energy regulatory framework implemented in Jordan.
“We are proud to be selected by Phoenix Solar, a renowned worldwide EPC of photovoltaic power plants, for
this groundbreaking project in Jordan,” commented Frédéric Conchy, President of Exosun. “Installed on
desert land, this project will be an important showcase for Exosun in Jordan and the Middle-East to
demonstrate once again the reliability and cost-efficiency of our tracking technology.”
“We are delighted to partner with Exosun on this major photovoltaic project. After a thorough evaluation
process, we found the Exosun product to be a superior system. Exosun’s cost-efficient, robust, fast to install
tracking technology will maximize the performance of our client’s power plants,” stated Klaus Friedl, SVP
Projects, Head Middle East, Phoenix Solar. “Exosun will also provide on-site installation support services and
we also appreciated the proactiveness of Exosun’s engineering team.”
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About Exosun
Exosun is a worldwide leading supplier of advanced, cost-effective solar tracking solutions for ground-mounted power
plants. Driven by operational excellence, innovation and long-term customer commitment, Exosun partners with
energy producers, developers and EPCs to boost their solar profits.
Exosun’s head office is based in France (Bordeaux) with subsidiaries in the US (Exosun Inc.: main office in San Francisco,
CA, and branch office in Phoenix, AZ) and in South Africa (Exosun Pty, Cape Town), as well as representative offices in
Mexico, Chile, Portugal, and Spain.
www.exosun.net

About Phoenix Solar AG
Phoenix Solar AG, with its headquarters in Sulzemoos near Munich, is an international photovoltaic system integrator.
The Group develops, plans, builds and operates large-scale photovoltaic plants and is a specialist wholesaler on a
smaller scale for turnkey power plants, solar modules and accessories. With subsidiaries on three continents, the
company has sold solar modules with an output of significantly more than one gigawatt since its founding. The stocks
of Phoenix Solar AG (ISIN DE000A0BVU93) are listed on the official market (Prime Standard) of the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange.
www.phoenixsolar-group.com
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